POSTER REQUIREMENTS

- Poster boards will be 46” (wide) x 64” (vertical).
- The paper number assigned to the poster (indicated in your disposition) MUST be placed in the upper left-hand corner of the display. Be sure to include the title of the presentation in large letters, the institution where the work was completed, and the author names at the top center of the poster. Place your mailing and e-mail addresses, telephone numbers and fax numbers in the upper right-hand corner.
- Materials must be easily read at a distance of 4 feet. Ordinarily typewritten copy and carelessly prepared handwritten copy is not acceptable. To design poster text, (1) use a computer font size of 14 point or greater, (2) type material on a BULLETIN (large size) typewriter, or (3) use a typewriter with standard size, double space and photographically enlarge from an 8½” x 11" to 11" x 14" or larger.
- A reproduction of the abstract placed in the upper left side of the poster is suggested, as: “Introduction” and “Summary” or “Conclusions” sections for your poster.
- At least one of the authors must be at the assigned space during the designated time to discuss the work presented.
- Individual handouts relative to poster presentations are popular and encouraged; however, compilations of abstracts organized by pharmaceutical companies or medical meeting planning firms are not allowed.
- Use a mailing tube or portfolio case for transporting your poster to the meeting. Most presenters carry their posters with them; but if you want to ship your materials ahead, you must ship them to yourself in care of the hotel at which you will be staying. It is a good idea to contact the hotel in advance to let them know to expect your shipment. **DO NOT MAIL YOUR POSTER TO ST. JUDE OR PIDS HEADQUARTERS.**

For questions or concerns, please contact:
Christy Phillips, Executive Director
PIDS, 1300 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 300, Arlington, VA 22209
Phone: 703-299-6764   Fax: 703-299-0473   E-mail: cphillips@idsociety.org